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The Theory Of Everything The Origin And
Fate Of The Universe
A collection of the world’s most mind-boggling, thought-provoking and
downright hilarious theories – by the co-host of the UK’s most downloaded
podcast No Such Thing As A Fish, Dan Schreiber
This book offers the reader the first true solution to the Theory of Everything.
Beginning with just one physical entity, we can create all objects, energies, and
motions in our universe. //Notice also that these concepts are physical realities,
not mathematical abstractions. Furthermore, the illustrations are as detailed as
any of engineering or anatomy. Therefore, the Theory of Everything that is
presented here is indeed a very real, very physical solution. //The first two
chapters explain the basic concepts of the Theory, with detailed illustrations. The
remaining chapters show many applications of the Solution. That is, most of the
book shows specifically how the Theory of Everything can indeed
explain...everything. This includes particle structures, photon systems, galaxy
clusters, energy fields, motions, orbits, and much more. //We begin with the
Universal Energy. From this Universal Energy, we create a few basic structures.
Then, from these very few physical realities we are able to do all of the following:
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Create All Energy Types; Create All Particles; Create All Objects; Create All
Energy Fields; Explain All Methods of Energy Transfer; and Explain All Known
Scientific Processes //// Therefore, from this one physical reality, and a few
simple concepts, we can now explain all aspects of the physical universe.
Therefore, this publication will be the first book, ever, which truly explains..."The
Theory of Everything".//// Note that this book can be understood by anyone
interested in science. The discussions use simple language, which is easily
understood, along with helpful analogies. Every concept is fully illustrated. (112
detailed drawings). Also, there are no complex equations or other oddities to
confuse the reader. Thus, this book is aimed at anyone interested in science,
whether curious reader or serious scientist. //// Timeline of the Theory: The full
Theory of Everything was developed in early 2014. However, in order to lead the
public to this solution, many other books must be written first. Each of those
books would lead the reader, as stepping stones, to the solution for Everything.
And this was a complete solution which had already been discovered. Therefore,
the Solution to the Theory of Everything was developed in 2013-2014; though
only now can we present it to the public. ///Table of Contents in Brief. Part A:
Main Concepts of the Theory of Everything; Relationship Diagrams; Replacing
Major Misconceptions; Overview of Background Concepts./// Part B: Energy
Strings - but Different than you Think; Types of Energy Strings; Gravitational
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Energy; Energy-Mass Conversions./// Part C: Particle Structures; Internal Energy
and Motion; New Model of the Electron; New Model of the Proton; New Model of
Photons; Momentum; Energy Transfer./// Part D: Atomic Structure; Electron
Orbits; Bonding Mechanisms; Building Larger Objects; Building the Universe.///
Part E: Difficult Puzzles Solved; Special Features of the Solution; Grand
Summary. ///300 pages; 112 color illustrations
The Theory of Everything is the story of the most brilliant and celebrated
physicist of our time, Stephen Hawking, and Jane Wilde the arts student he fell in
love with whilst studying at Cambridge in the 1960s. Little was expected from
Stephen Hawking, a bright but shiftless student of cosmology, given just two
years to live following the diagnosis of a fatal illness at 21 years of age. He
became galvanized, however, by the love of fellow Cambridge student, Jane
Wilde, and he went on to be called the successor to Einstein, as well as a
husband and father to their three children. Over the course of their marriage as
Stephen's body collapsed and his academic renown soared, fault lines were
exposed that tested the lineaments of their relationship and dramatically altered
the course of both of their lives.
In Light of Today's Scientific Achievements, Do We Need God Anymore?
Einstein's revolutionary scientific ideas have transformed our world, ushering in
the nuclear age. The current pace of scientific and technological progress is
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simply astounding. So is there any place for faith in such a world? Einstein
himself gave careful thought to the deepest questions of life. His towering
intellectual status means he is someone worth listening to when we think
through the big questions of life: Can science answer all our questions? Why is
religion so important in life? How can we hold together science and faith? In this
book, McGrath examines the life and work of Einstein, explaining his scientific
significance and considering what Einstein did and did not believe about
science, religion, and the meaning of life. A Theory of Everything (That Matters)
is a must-read for anyone who wants to understand the role of faith in a world
where science and technology govern our lives.
The Illustrated Theory of Everything
A Theory of Everything
The Theory of Everything: The Screenplay
The Theory Of Everything (With Cd)
The Mystery of Everything
A Theory of Everything Else
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BEST SELLER • The epic story of the greatest quest in all of
science—the holy grail of physics that would explain the creation of the universe—from renowned
theoretical physicist and author of The Future of the Mind and The Future of Humanity When
Newton discovered the law of gravity, he unified the rules governing the heavens and the Earth.
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Since then, physicists have been placing new forces into ever-grander theories. But perhaps the
ultimate challenge is achieving a monumental synthesis of the two remaining theories—relativity
and the quantum theory. This would be the crowning achievement of science, a profound
merging of all the forces of nature into one beautiful, magnificent equation to unlock the deepest
mysteries in science: What happened before the Big Bang? What lies on the other side of a black
hole? Are there other universes and dimensions? Is time travel possible? Why are we here?
Kaku also explains the intense controversy swirling around this theory, with Nobel laureates
taking opposite sides on this vital question. It is a captivating, gripping story; what’s at stake is
nothing less than our conception of the universe. Written with Kaku’s trademark enthusiasm
and clarity, this epic and engaging journey is the story of The God Equation.
Here is a concise, comprehensive overview of Wilber's revolutionary thought and its application
in today's world. In A Theory of Everything, Wilber uses clear, nontechnical language to present
complex, cutting-edge theories that integrate the realms of body, mind, soul, and spirit. He then
demonstrates how these theories and models can be applied to real-world problems in areas such
as politics, medicine, business, education, and the environment. Wilber also discusses daily
practices that readers take up in order to apply this integrative vision to their own everyday lives.
The book unifies quantum theory and the general theory of relativity. As an unsolved problem
for about 100 years and influencing so many fields, this is probably of some importance to the
scientific community. Examples like Higgs field, limit to classical Dirac and Klein–Gordon or
Schrödinger cases, quantized Schwarzschild, Kerr, Kerr–Newman objects, and the photon are
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considered for illustration. An interesting explanation for the asymmetry of matter and
antimatter in the early universe was found while quantizing the Schwarzschild metric.
A brilliant new Lent Course for 2016, by the author of the acclaimed Christ and the Chocolaterie
and Finding a Voice. Based on the Oscar-winning film The Theory of Everything, this course
deals with struggles of reason versus faith, the romantic versus the pragmatic, success and
failure, the complications of relationships under pressure, and seeking understanding versus
living with mystery. Daily readings present the Bible as a book struggling to make sense of life,
rather than a book of absolute answers, but finding meaning in the face of mystery via the
paradox of humility and trust before God. It is designed to be studied by groups or individuals
alongside the DVD of the movie.
A Brief History of Time
A Simplified Explanation of the Nature of the Universe
The Standard Model, the Unsung Triumph of Modern Physics
Quest for a Theory of Everything
A Brief Guide to Einstein, Relativity, and His Surprising Thoughts on God
Stephen Hawking
Physicist Frank Close takes the reader to the frontiers of science in a vividly told investigation
of revolutionary science and enterprise from the seventeenth century to the present. He looks at
what has been meant by theories of everything, explores the scientific breakthroughs they have
allowed, and shows the far-reaching effects they have had on crucial aspects of life and belief.
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Theories of everything, he argues, can be described as those which draw on all relevant
branches of knowledge to explain everything known about the universe. Such accounts may
reign supreme for centuries. Then, often as a result of the advances they themselves have
enabled, a new discovery is made which the current theory cannot explain. A new theory is
needed which inspiration, sometimes, supplies. Moving from Isaac Newton's work on gravity
and motion in the seventeenth century to thermodynamics and James Clerk Maxwell's laws of
electromagnetism in the nineteenth to Max Planck's and Paul Dirac's quantum physics in the
twentieth, Professor Close turns finally to contemporary physics and the power and limitations
of the current theory of everything. The cycle in which one theory of everything is first
challenged and then replaced by another is continuing right now.
Cosmology & the universe.
'Einheitliche Feldtheorie'. The final words of his dying mentor will change David Swift's life
forever. Within hours of hearing those words, David is arrested, interrogated and almost
assassinated. But he's too busy running for his life to work out what it all means. Has he
accidentally inherited Einstein's Unified Theory -- a set of equations with the power to destroy
the world? Einstein died without discovering the theory. Or did he? Teaming up with his exgirlfriend and an autistic teenager addicted to video games, David must ensure he survives long
enough to find out the truth -- and deal with the terrifying consequences.
The main purpose of this book is to introduce a broader audience to emergence by illustrating
how discoveries in the physical sciences have informed the ways we think about it. In a nutshell,
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emergence asserts that non-reductive behavior arises at higher levels of organization and
complexity. As physicist Philip Anderson put it, “more is different.” Along the text's
conversational tour through the terrain of quantum physics, phase transitions, nonlinear and
statistical physics, networks and complexity, the author highlights the various philosophical
nuances that arise in encounters with emergence. The final part of the book zooms out to reflect
on some larger lessons that emergence affords us. One of those larger lessons is the realization
that the great diversity of theories and models, and the great variety of independent explanatory
frameworks, will always be with us in the sciences and beyond. There is no “Theory of
Everything” just around the corner waiting to be discovered. One of the main benefits of this
book is that it will make a number of exciting scientific concepts that are not normally covered
at this level accessible to a broader audience. The overall presentation, including the use of
examples, analogies, metaphors, and biographical interludes, is geared for the educated nonspecialist.
"On the Origin of Species" as a Work in Progress
The Theory of One
The Dreams That Stuff Is Made Of
The True Story Behind The Theory of Everything
In Search of a Theory of Everything
Final Theory

A biography of one of the most remarkable figures in theoretical physics since Einstein
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describes Hawking's childhood, Cambridge days, and battle with his illness and discusses his
theories. Reprint.
Physicist Stephen Hawking was a scientist for the modern age. He is as renowned for his
theories on time and space as he is for his unique life story. Undeterred by a debilitating
illness, he trained his mind to work in a new way to become the leading light in modern
science. This carefully researched biography tells Hawking’s story, highlighting his scientific
breakthroughs and how, despite his struggle with a degenerative condition, he became the
most celebrated and inspiring scientist of his generation. A beautiful design includes striking
photographs, illuminating documents, and helpful sidebars that cast light on Hawking’s
intellectual achievements.
An illustrated, large-format edition of the best-seller has been expanded to encompass the
remarkable advances that have occurred in science and technology over the past eight years,
with a new chapter on Wormholes and Time Travel and more than 240 full-color, captioned
illustrations. 100,000 first printing.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER A landmark volume in science writing by one of the
great minds of our time, Stephen Hawking’s book explores such profound questions as:
How did the universe begin—and what made its start possible? Does time always flow
forward? Is the universe unending—or are there boundaries? Are there other dimensions in
space? What will happen when it all ends? Told in language we all can understand, A Brief
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History of Time plunges into the exotic realms of black holes and quarks, of antimatter and
“arrows of time,” of the big bang and a bigger God—where the possibilities are wondrous
and unexpected. With exciting images and profound imagination, Stephen Hawking brings
us closer to the ultimate secrets at the very heart of creation.
The Theory of Everything: The Extraordinary Story of Jane and Steven Hawking
A Basic Theory of Everything
The Origin and Fate of Everything
Realizing the Dream of a Final Theory
Essays
A Fundamental Theoretical Framework for Science and Philosophy
The theory of one brings the reader face to face with the stunning realization that
the universe is bounded—rather than unbounded, as Einstein and others have
asserted. The theory of one delivers the ocean. It is the theory that spells the end
of physics. It is the monolith of 2001—a spacetime odyssey.
“God does not play dice with the universe.” So said Albert Einstein in response to
the first discoveries that launched quantum physics, as they suggested a random
universe that seemed to violate the laws of common sense. This 20th-century
scientific revolution completely shattered Newtonian laws, inciting a crisis of
thought that challenged scientists to think differently about matter and subatomic
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particles. The Dreams That Stuff Is Made Of compiles the essential works from
the scientists who sparked the paradigm shift that changed the face of physics
forever, pushing our understanding of the universe on to an entirely new level of
comprehension. Gathered in this anthology is the scholarship that shocked and
befuddled the scientific world, including works by Niels Bohr, Max Planck, Werner
Heisenberg, Max Born, Erwin Schrodinger, J. Robert Oppenheimer, Richard
Feynman, as well as an introduction by today's most celebrated scientist,
Stephen Hawking.
Now, available for the first time in a deluxe full-color edition with never-beforeseen photos and illustrations, Hawking presents an even more comprehensive
look at our universe, its creation, and how we see ourselves within it.
Few people have done as much to change how we view the world as Charles
Darwin. Yet On the Origin of Species is more cited than read, and parts of it are
even considered outdated. In some ways, it has been consigned to the
nineteenth century. In The Theory That Changed Everything, the renowned
cognitive scientist Philip Lieberman demonstrates that there is no better guide to
the world’s living—and still evolving—things than Darwin and that the phenomena
he observed are still being explored at the frontiers of science. In an exploration
that ranges from Darwin’s transformative trip aboard the Beagle to Lieberman’s
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own sojourns in the remotest regions of the Himalayas, this book relates fresh,
contemporary findings to the major concepts of Darwinian theory, which
transcends natural selection. Drawing on his own research into the evolution of
human linguistic and cognitive abilities, Lieberman explains the paths that
adapted human anatomy to language. He demystifies the role of recently
identified transcriptional and epigenetic factors encoded in DNA, explaining how
nineteenth-century Swedish famines alternating with years of plenty caused
survivors’ grandchildren to die many years short of their life expectancy.
Lieberman is equally at home decoding supermarket shelves and climbing with
the Sherpas as he discusses how natural selection explains features from lactose
tolerance to ease of breathing at Himalayan altitudes. With conversational clarity
and memorable examples, Lieberman relates the insights that led to
groundbreaking discoveries in both Darwin’s time and our own while asking
provocative questions about what Darwin would have made of controversial
issues today, such as GMOs, endangered species, and the God question.
Perfectly Solved
Travelling to Infinity
The Man, the Genius, and the Theory of Everything
The Origin and Fate of the Universe
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The Philosophy Behind Physics
The Theory That Changed Everything

Alexander Simon, a young scientist who is about to publish a unified
theory of physics, finds his way of life shaken when his mother
reappears after many years' absence and draws him into her world of
palm readers and alchemists
No scientific quest is as compelling as the search for the key to
understand the universe—the elusive unified “Theory of Everything”—a
theory so concise it could fit on a T-shirt. Lively and thoughtprovoking, Universe on a T-Shirt tells the fascinating story of the
search for the Holy Grail of physics. Dan Falk places this intriguing
story in its historical context, tracing the quest from ancient
Greece to the breakthroughs of Newton, Maxwell, and Einstein, to the
excitement over string theory and today’s efforts to merge quantum
theory with general relativity. With as much emphasis on history as
on science, Falk’s accessible approach is ideal for anyone intrigued
by the advances in modern physics but still wondering what
theoretical physicists are searching for, and why. Today’s physicists
use sophisticated methods, but their goal—the search for
simplicity—has not changed since the time of the ancient Greeks.
Universe on a T-Shirt is filled with quirky personalities, brilliant
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minds, and bold ideas—high science and high drama. "An admirably
concise and comprehensive overview of cosmology . . . [that] offers
intriguing insights into the philosophic and personal outlooks
motivating the scientists involved, from the ancient Greeks through
Newton and Einstein . . . [and] Stephen Hawking and Ed
Witten.”—Booklist
"In Search of a Theory of Everything is an adventurous journey in
space and time in search of a unified "theory of everything" (TOE) by
means of a rare and agile interplay between the natural philosophies
of influential ancient Greek thinkers and the laws of modern physics.
For a TOE, all the phenomena of nature share a subtle underlying
commonality and are explainable by a single overarching immutable
principle. Reading the past for what it is, is of tremendous value,
but so is its reading from the perspective of modern knowledge. Not
to judge it for its flaws but to be inspired by its insights. This
comparative study of the universe is the spirit of In Search of a
Theory of Everything-to physics through philosophy, to the new via
the old, and in a balanced way. A relatively "easier" analysis of
nature, that of a major natural philosopher of antiquity, commences
every chapter to fasten the bedrock for the more complex. The
transition into the more complicated views of modern physics is
gradual and systematic, entwining finely the two, the ancient with
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the new, the forgotten with the current, by unfolding a history and a
philosophy of science, and connecting all the great feats of the mind
and time. Those philosophers had ideas that resonate with aspects of
modern science; puzzles that still baffle; and rationales that can be
used to reassess completely anew fundamental but competing principles
of modern physics, even to speculate about open physics problems. In
Search of a Theory of Everything is a new kind of sight, is a
philosophical insight of modern physics"-That elusive Holy Grail of modern physics, A Theory of Everything
(ToE), would explain the universe in a single set of equations.
Albert Einstein and Stephen Hawking tackled the problem during their
lifetimes and the quest continues today in laboratories around the
world. Leaving string theory, galaxy clusters, and supersymmetry to
the Quantum Computer and Hadron Collider crowd, Pedersen has taken up
the rest—that is, A Theory of Everything Else (ToEE), based on her
own groundbreaking experiences as a dog walker, camp counselor, and
Bingo caller. Pedersen’s essays are a series of colorful helium
balloons that entertain as well as affirm and uplift. Why, she
ponders in one essay, are thousands perishing as a result of assault
weapons, carbon emissions, forest fires, pesticides, and processed
foods—and yet how lawn darts were banned in the 1980s after two
people died? In A Theory of Everything Else, Pedersen vividly
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demonstrates how life can appear to grind us down while it’s actually
polishing us up—and why everyone wants to live a long time but no one
wants to grow old.
There Is No Theory of Everything
An Integral Vision for Business, Politics, Science and Spirituality
The Theory of Almost Everything
The Theory of Everything Else
Universe on a T-Shirt
A Theory of Everything That Matters
Introduces the standard model of particle physics that describes all the known fundamental interactions
of elementary particles and is regarded as the greatest intellectual achievement of modern physics
despite its exclusion of gravity, which prevents the realization of Einstein's dream of a single unified
theory of all known physical phenomena. Reprint. 30,000 first printing.
'Travelling to Infinity' is a moving and engaging memoir written by Stephen Hawking's first wife about
the turbulent years of her marriage with the astro-physics genius, her traumatic divorce and their recent
reconciliation.
For many years, scientists have attempted to unite the four fundamental forces the strong and weak
nuclear forces, gravity, and electromagnetism. Many have tried uniting known theories, such as general
relativity, with quantum mechanics, string theory, and even the standard model. These theories differ,
and it seems difficult to find a link to connect them. In The Theory of Everything, Solved author and
researcher Lawrence J. Wippler explains a new theory and provides an alternate understanding of the
workings of the atom. He found that the four fundamental forces of nature can be united by just three
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particles the north and south magnetic monopoles and a particle of matter that represents an element. He
describes how these particles interact with each other and how they are able to create all forms of
energy, including magnetism and gravity. Setting aside the presently known theories and laws of physics
and attacking the problem from a different perspective, Wippler kept his assumptions simple when
developing the three-particle theory. In The Theory of Everything, Solved Wippler shows that the north
and south monopoles and a particle of matter are the building blocks of the universe.
What are the basic building blocks of the world? This book presents a naturalistic theory saying that the
universe and everything in it can be reduced to three fundamental entities: a field, a set of values that can
be actualized at different places in the field, and an actualizer of the values. The theory is defended by
using it to answer the main questions in metaphysics, such as: What is causality, existence, laws of
nature, consciousness, thinking, free will, time, mathematical entities, ethical values, etc.? The theory is
compared with the main alternatives and argued to solve problems better than the existing theories.
Several new theories are suggested, such as how to understand mental causation, free will and the truth
of ethics and mathematics.
The Scientific Basis for a Rational World
The Book of Life
Theories of Everything: Ideas in Profile
The Theory of Everything
A Lent Course Based Around the Film the Theory of Everything
The Quest for a Theory of Everything
Professor Stephen Hawking is one of the most famous and remarkable scientists of our age and the
author of the scientific bestseller A Brief History of Time, which has sold more than 25 million
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copies. In this compelling memoir, his first wife, Jane Hawking, relates the inside story of their
extraordinary marriage. As Stephen's academic renown soared, his body was collapsing under the
assaults of a motor neuron disease. Jane's candid account of trying to balance his 24-hour care
with the needs of their growing family reveals the inner strength of the author, while the selfevident character and achievements of her husband make for an incredible tale presented with
unflinching honesty. Jane's candor is no less apparent when the marriage finally ends in a highprofile meltdown, with Stephen leaving Jane for one of his nurses and Jane marrying an old
family friend. In this exceptionally open, moving, and often funny memoir, Jane Hawking
confronts not only the acutely complicated and painful dilemmas of her first marriage, but also the
relationship's fault lines exposed by the pervasive effects of fame and wealth. The result is a book
about optimism, love, and change that will resonate with readers everywhere.
Just because everyone else thinks you should be over it, doesn’t mean you are Last year, Sarah’s
best friend, Jamie, died in a freak accident. Back then, everyone was sad; now they’re just ready
for Sarah to get over it and move on. But Sarah’s not ready. She can’t stop reliving what
happened, struggling with guilt, questioning the meaning of life, and missing her best friend. Her
grades are plummeting, her relationships are falling apart, and her normal voice seems to have
been replaced with a snark box. Life just seems random: no pattern, no meaning, no rules—and no
reason to bother. In a last-ditch effort to pull it together, Sarah befriends Jamie’s twin brother,
Emmett, who may be the only other person who understands what she’s lost. And when she gets a
job working for the local eccentric who owns a Christmas tree farm, she finally begins to
understand the threads that connect us all, the benefit of giving people a chance, and the power of
love.
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Collector s Edition with Audiobook read by the AuthorStephen Hawking is widely believed to be
one of the world s greatest minds: a brilliant theoretical physicist whose work helped to
reconfigure models of the universe and to redefine what s in it. Imagine sitting in a room listening
to Hawking discuss these achievements and place them in historical context. It would be like
hearing Christopher Columbus on the New World.Hawking presents a series of seven lec-tures
covering everything from big bang to black holes to string theory that capture not only the
brilliance of Hawking s mind but his characteristic wit as well. Of his research on black holes,
which absorbed him for more than a decade, he says, It might seem a bit like looking for a black
cat in a coal cellar. Hawking begins with a history of ideas about the universe, from Aristotle s
determination that the Earth is round to Hubble s discovery, over 2000 years later, that the
universe is expanding. Using that as a launching pad, he explores the reaches of modern physics,
including theories on the origin of the universe (e.g., the big bang), the nature of black holes, and
space-time.
A concise, comprehensive overview of the “M Theory” and its application in today’s world, by a
renowned American philosopher Ken Wilber has long been hailed as one of the most important
thinkers of our time, but his work has seemed inaccessible to readers who lack a background in
consciousness studies or evolutionary theory—until now. In A Theory of Everything, Wilber uses
clear, non-technical language to present complex, cutting-edge theories that integrate the realms of
body, mind, soul, and spirit. He then demonstrates how these theories and models can be applied
to real world problems and incorporated into readers’ everyday lives. Wilber begins his study by
presenting models like “spiral dynamics”—a leading model of human evolution—and his
groundbreaking “all-level, all-quadrant” model for integrating science and religion, showing how
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they are being applied to politics, medicine, business, education, and the environment. He also
covers broader models, explaining how they can integrate the various worldviews that have been
developed around the world throughout the ages. Finally, Wilber proposes that readers take up an
"integral transformative practice"—such as meditation—to help them apply and develop this
integral vision in their personal, daily lives. A fascinating and easy-to-follow exploration of the “M
Theory,” this book is another tour-de-force from one of America’s most inventive minds.
The Extraordinary Story of Jane and Stephen Hawking
The Quest for Ultimate Explanation
The Quest for the Theory of Everything
A Play
The Theory of Everything, Solved
Mind of God
A physicist uses science and philosophy to answer the ancient,
unsolvable question: why does the universe exist?
THE BOOK OF LIFE is not intended for those that like the current
direction of humanity. THE BOOK OF LIFE explains the intent and
meanings of the seven Spirits of God, explains the Spirit of each of
the seven great religions of the world, reveals the Seven Universal
Principles and advocates the way for the establishment of God's
Kingdom on earth. The Book of Life also proposes, explains simply and
proves through a new equation the physics Theory of Everything that
integrates all the well-known and accepted current theories of
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physics. The Physics Theory of Everything is then validated by and
shown to very usefully apply to Psychology, to Business and to
Economics. Based on the Theory of Everything, the "straight path"
correct solutions are advocated for humanity's current socioeconomic,
political, environmental and defense problems, using an entertaining
fictitious story.
The Illustrated a Brief History of Time
The God Equation
Quantum and Relativity is everywhere – A Fermat Universe
The Most Astounding Papers of Quantum Physics--and How They Shook the
Scientific World
A Physics Perspective on Emergence
The Quest to Explain All Reality
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